Whereas case of Shri Vel Singh Chouhan, Jr. Accountant was considered for promotion to the post of Assistant Accounts Officer Grade-II by the DPC for the year 2017-18 but due to pendency of enquiry the recommendation of DPC was kept in a sealed cover.

Now the aforesaid enquiry has been finalized vide order no. 54 D. 2318 dated 24.05.2018 vide which the enquiry has been dropped and closed and the sealed cover has been opened. Therefore, on the recommendation of the Departmental Promotion Committee for the year 2017-18 and as approved by the Managing Director, Jodhpur Discom, Jodhpur, Shri Vel Singh Chauhan, Jr. Accountant is hereby promoted to the post of Assistant Accounts Officer Grade-II. He will get notional benefit of promotion w.e.f 01.04.2017 when his junior was promoted and will get regular benefit of promotion from the date of joining the post of Assistant Accounts Officer Grade-II. His seniority is assigned below Shri Sabal Singh Champawat and above Shri Jagdish Prasad Chouhan.

On promotion, Shri Vel Singh Chouhan will continue to work at his present place of posting.

By Order,

Chief Accounts Officer (B&R)
Jodhpur Discom, Jodhpur

Copy to the following for information & necessary action:-
1. The Secretary (Admn.), Jodhpur Discom, Jodhpur.
2. The Chief Engineer (_________), Jodhpur Discom, ____________
3. The Chief Accounts Officer (B&R/ W&M/ IA), Jodhpur Discom, Jodhpur/ Jaipur
4. The Chief Accounts Officer (P&F), R.R.V.P.N.Ltd., Jaipur.
5. The Company Secretary, Jodhpur Discom, Jodhpur.
6. The TA to MD, Jodhpur Discom, Jodhpur.
7. The Superintending Engineer ( ), Jodhpur Discom.
8. The Superintending Engineer (IT), Jodhpur Discom, Jodhpur for uploading on the website of Jodhpur Discom.
9. The Dy. Director ( ), Jodhpur Discom, ____________
10. The Sr. Accounts Officer ( ), Jodhpur Discom, ____________
11. The PS to Director (Fin.), Jodhpur Discom, Jodhpur.
12. The Accounts Officer ( ), Jodhpur Discom, ____________
13. The Public Relations Officer, Jodhpur Discom, Jodhpur.
14. Shri Vel Singh Chouhan for compliance

Chief Accounts Officer (B&R)
Jodhpur Discom, Jodhpur